DanceFeature

ZuRumba

Marianka Swain ﬁnds out how ZuRumba
is raising temperatures on the danceﬂoor
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“I

t’s all about close connection,
being completely bound to
the person you’re dancing
with, and ﬁnding your movement
from within the music,” explains
Gary Carr, who’s been teaching
ZuRumba for ﬁve years. “There’s
structure and technique – you
have to learn the rules before you
can break them – but there’s also
great freedom in the way that you
respond to that person and that
song in that moment.”
A relatively new style, ZuRumba
was born out of Brazilian zouk
lambada, ballroom rumba and
contemporary dance. Gary
stresses that it’s not just different
steps spliced together: “It’s
about the feel of what you’re

trying to create, and there’s
great range within the form.”
That range comes from the
music, which varies from Turkish
and Arabic pop to rumba, R&B
and even reggaeton. ZuRumba is
danced to either quick-quick-slow
or slow-quick-quick timing but, as
Gary explains, “that’s just the base:
the way we overlay it with different
ideas is what makes it unique.
“Zouk means ‘party’, so it’s
music that inspires you to move,
but just as there are variations
on pop music, so ZuRumba can
be dynamic, romantic, chilled-out,
energetic or sensual. Unlike other
Latin forms, we use contemporary
music as well as traditional, to
keep it fresh. Dancers love the

variety: you don’t just learn one
thing and repeat it.”
Gary likes his students to ﬁnd
the ZuRumba rhythm within the
music themselves, using exercises
such as repeating a routine to
different tracks to get them to
modify their movement to ﬁt a new
tempo and ambience.
As well as musicality, ZuRumba
requires a high standard of
technique, as it involves ﬁgureof-eight motion, deep-body
movement, travelling steps, rolls
and isolation, and also demands
ﬁtness and commitment. “I love
seeing people getting absorbed
in it and discovering a new
self-conﬁdence,” says Gary.
“The greatest aspect of partner
work is the way you develop
sensitivity to other people, a
respectful conﬁdence as a
leader and a positive acceptance
as a follower. You can create
beautiful art by yourself, but you
make something even more
special with another person,
inspired by a piece of music.”
ZuRumba is becoming a
worldwide sensation, with more
than 60 countries dancing a
variation of it. Gary would love
to see more British studios
involved, and would be interested
in talking to any teachers who
want to learn more. Gary and
his co-director Marisa Guilano
(pictured) run combined lessons
and club nights at 10 Beak
Street, London, on Wednesdays
and Sundays (www.ondaamor.
co.uk). There is also a Monday
ZuRumba night at The Langley
club in Covent Garden (www.
thelangley.co.uk). In Manchester,
you can learn zouk lambada
at Opus in The Printworks
(www.theprintworks.com). ●
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